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InSellicpiGe tolls brass
to te wary of Iraqi military

Report

Discovery of secret Iraqi plans
to destroy state-of-the-a- rt Ameri-- r

can tanks by covering them with
burning oil contributes to the
Pentagon nervousness that
demanded massive reinforce-
ment in the Persian Gulf last
month and now warns a January
attack is too early.

Newly developed spy satellite
photography over Kuwait has
revealed Iraq's plan to flood
defensive trenches with oil from
new pipelines paralleling anti-
tank earthworks along the
Kuwaiti-Sau- di border. The clear
intent: to ignite the oil when
U.S. tanks attack.

That fresh intelligence sup-

ports President Bush's decision
to counter shortages in U.S. war-maki-

in the gulf with beefed-u- p

offensive forces. Behind that
reinforcement is the specter of
what military leaders foresee as
one of history's biggest, most
spectacular tank battles. The
threat of an oil inferno illus-
trates that nothing can be taken
for granted if and when nearly
3,000 American tanks are sent
into or around Kuwait against
Saddam Hussein's estimated
5,000 tanks.

The mood at the Defense
Department contrasts sharply
with the ebullience of congress-
men, journalists and other arm-

chair generals who for the past
four months have preached the
doctrine of technological superi-
ority making short work of the
Iraqis. The U.S. generals who
must fight such a war still feel
unready, no matter how many
deadlines the U.N. Security
Council imposes on Baghdad.

The additional 200,000 troops
were ordered to the gulf by Bush
after Pentagon brass warned
him that the United States, fac-

ing weapon shortages and com-

bat uncertainties (such as the
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just-discover- Iraqi flaming oil),
dare not take on combat-bloode- d

Iraqis without major reinforce-
ments. Even with them, the gen-
erals say they do not have the
right stuff.

Pentagon planners, bemoan-
ing defense spending patterns of
the past 10 years that favored
super weapons over ground com-
bat weapons, worry about the
dangerous shortage of "smart"
munitions - bombs almost sure
to hit their targets. Air Force
specialists say privately that
they have enough smart bombs
for one of two purposes: to knock
out vital strategic targets

centers, anti-
aircraft sites and missile launch-
ers), or to attack enemy tank
concentrations. But, they claim,
there is not nearly enough for
both missions.

"They can give them to air
(the Air Force) for use against
fixed targets," a highly qualified
military specialist told us, "or
they can give them to air to thin
out Iraq's T-7- 2 tanks. But. they
won't have enough for both."
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Without smart bombs, a pilot
runs much higher risk of being
shot down. To knock out a target
with conventional bombs could
require more passes, lower alti-
tude and greater vulnerability to
antiaircraft attack.

Getting at Saddam Hussein's
tanks with antitank Apache heli-
copters armed with heat-seekin- g,

infrared Hellfire missiles is also
falling short' of high expecta-
tions. The Apache, designed to
stay out of range of the enemy
tank, may be unreliable in blow-
ing desert sands.

If so, the difference will again
show up in higher casualties, as
U.S. tanks get the iob of knock-
ing out Iraqi tanks, machine
against machine. Blitzing con-

centrations of Soviet-mad- e T-7- 2

tanks with smart munitions
from the air is a soft touch com-

pared to attacking from the
ground, even if the attacker is
the latest-mod- el U.S. tank, the
M-1A- 1.

But the M-1A- 1 itself has not
yet arrived in Saudi Arabia in
anything like the numbers the
military wants. As the only
American tank with 120mm
guns, it is unique in having an
edge over the T-7- 2. Mainline M-- l
tanks are armed with 105mm
guns. Even when the newer
model arrives in Saudi Arabia
from Germany, it cannot go into
action until crews are retrained
on how to load and fire the heav-
ier weapon.

If the Army planners gripe
about the lack of smart bombs,
so too do they complain about
the kind of air support available.
They would much prefer Air
Force F-1- based in Dhahran to
the Navy's aircraft carrier battle
groups. Because of the need to
protect the mother ship, carriers
are limited to 40 attack aircraft
for action against ground tar-
gets. Furthermore, aerial refuel-
ing is essential if the planes are
launched from the Gulf of Oman.

In the bowels of the Pentagon,
postmortems mourn the empha-
sis on strategic weaponry during
the past decade of heavy defense
spending that never contemplat-
ed American involvement in the
kind of warfare that threatens to
bloody the sands of Kuwait and
Iraq. Cautious generals als
worry about the necessary
deployment to the gulf that
leaves only four active-dut- y

heavy brigades in the continen-

tal United States.
The generals in the Pentagon

are still buying time, perhaps
well beyond any January dead-
line. They know what they want,
and they do not intend to be
rushed. No amount of success for
the president in forging his glob-
al coalition and winning his
green light from the United
Nations can change that deter-
mination by the men who lead
the nation's forces.
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31. 1990. And this the best VGA color monitor that Leading Edge
manufactures not cheap promotional model. From the tilt and
swivel base to full 640 480-.3- 1 dot pitch resolution, this
high quality monitor built for many years of use.
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